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Engineering Mathematics-III treats topics in the following style. Topic 11: Product Modeling and Design in Modeling and Design (c) In this subject: Suggested Sections: 1. Device model 2. Activity in the model 3. Design 4. Components 5. Methods 6. Materials science 7. Design solutions 8. Technology 9. Welding 10. Laser processing 11. Equipment 1st year. In this section we describe the sections under Production :
2nd year. implementation and implementation. 3rd year. application and application. And sources that you may need to successfully complete the final sections: 1) Textbook "Modeling and design and technological support", ed. Barr and Philips (Cambridge University Press, 1989) 2) Engineering technology. By Zimmerman ( Frank M. Zimmerman, Philadelphia: Richard F. Stanton and Company, Inc., 2004, XXIV; 2nd
edition is the newest and most accurate work on the field) 3) Toolkit for modeling, layout and calculation of vehicle structures 4) Modern problems of mechanics and design 5) Systems architecture 6) Diagnostics and diagnostics, methods and products 7) Integrated systems - as general design principles 8) Models in the mechanics of a deformable body 9) Connection theory in the development of aerodynamic structures

10) Systems Theory 11) Theoretical foundations of technical mechanics Now let's move on to the question of how to be able to work with models. All derivatives from real components are described at the third level, namely from static components that could serve as the basis of the model. Armchairs, seats, chairs, sofas, armchairs, tables, tables-designs, appliances and other small mechanical devices can have any
architectural shape, configuration and size. Armchairs can be ordinary seats, bar stools, folding chairs and so on. Chairs can be either straight or curved, and chairs can be upholstered or hard. Bar stools can only be made from wood, but can have polyurethane legs or metal legs. The design table can be either simple or have a complete set of elements. folding table
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